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Season Preview

December 15, 2017 seems
a lifetime ago. On that bitterly
cold evening in a stadium right
beside the venerable Georgia
Highway 32, two sets of Trojans
– Coffee and Lee County –
squared off for the Georgia 6A
state football championship. For
Coffee, it was the first time the
Trojans had made it to the state
finals. That night, Coffee came
up short, losing to Lee 28-21 in
overtime.
Last year’s Trojans didn’t
open the season as state title
contenders. Coffee wasn’t on
anyone’s post-season radar.
The Trojans had a solid defense
but question marks everywhere
else. They only had one Division
I prospect (defensive lineman
Derrick Newton and he was a
mid-major kid who eventually
went to Kansas State), a
new quarterback, no everydown running back, and an
inexperienced offensive line.
The regular season didn’t even
go particularly well. After racking
up three straight wins to open the
season, Hurricane Irma ended
up cancelling the University
Christian (Jacksonville, Fla.)
game, leaving Coffee with only
nine games and a two-week
layoff between games. The
time off gave the Trojans the
opportunity to recover from
some early-season injuries and
fine tune the game plan.

Unfortunately,
that
didn’t
result in any wins.
Coffee hit the road for the
next two weeks, losing to Tift
County and Warner Robins by
a combined five points. The
region schedule began with
the Trojans holding on to a
precarious 3-2 overall record.
Coffee rebounded, winning three
in a row over Houston County,
Northside (Warner Robins), and
Valdosta. In the final regular
season game, they ran into a
buzz saw in Lee County with
the region championship on the
line. It wasn’t a particularly close
game; Lee won 23-7 at Jardine
Stadium and took the region title
back to Leesburg.
In the playoffs, the Trojans
defeated Effingham at home then
spent the next four weeks on the
road. In the process, they beat
Evans, Alpharetta, and Tucker
to earn their first appearance
in a state championship game.
An untimely winter storm upset
the finals, delaying Coffee
and Lee (and several other
games) a week. The snow also
moved the title game from the
Mercedes Benz Dome in Atlanta
to Leesburg.
The championship game was
a back-and-forth affair. Coffee
had a chance to win in regulation
with a chip shot field goal with
just a few seconds remaining.
The kick hit the crossbar and

ricocheted backwards, falling
benignly to the turf and forcing
overtime. Lee County made
the most of its opportunity and
slipped away with the 28-21 win.
“There never was a point last
year where I thought we were
going to make the title game,”
said head coach Robby Pruitt as
he discussed the 2017 season a
week ago. “We just took it one
game at the time. We would
win a playoff game then we’d
worry about the next one. We
kept winning until we ended up
playing for the championship.”
The 2018 season opens
in much the same fashion.
There are more questions
than answers. Coffee has a
new quarterback – two new
quarterbacks, in fact – that are
seeing varsity action for the
first time. Running back is still
up in the air. The receivers are
young and inexperienced. The
offensive line, however, is big,
strong, and filled with seasoned
players. That in itself is a big
advantage. Like last year, the
defense is solid and playing well.
And once again, there are few
big-time college prospects. The
2017 Trojans weren’t picked to
contend for a state title. Neither
are the 2018 Trojans. But there’s
no reason why lightning can’t
strike again. And that’s exactly
what this year’s Coffee team is
counting on.
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QUARTERBACKS

Everyone always likes to talk quarterbacks. Over the last three years, the Trojans have utilized just two
quarterbacks – Max Hughes (2015 and 2016) and his best friend Wade Sumner (2017). Coffee fans might
have gotten a little spoiled having upper classmen running the offense as efficiently and smoothly as those
two did.
This year, though, it’s a different story. There are two quarterbacks fighting for the starting spot. Both are
young, talented, and athletic. But they’re also a little raw. Sophomore A.J. Wilkerson has been starting thus far
in 2018 but junior Lake Ables (5’11”, 182) has also seen a lot of playing time. “They’re going to do nothing but
better. Both do a lot of good things. I have confidence in both,” says Coach Pruitt.
Wilkerson has gotten the nod early in the season primarily on the strength of his legs. He’s a dual-threat
kid who can run a little better. If he gets in trouble under center, he can run his way out. Ables tends to throw
the ball a little better. They complement each other very well and to succeed in the region, says Coach Pruitt,
Coffee will need both.
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OFFENSIVE LINE

When looking at a football team, a lot of people like to
focus on the skill positions. Those are the rock stars of a
team, the ones who are in the spotlight making plays. But
the backbone of any team is the offensive line. An experienced, cohesive line can cover a multitude of deficiencies.
Last year, the offensive line began the season as a bit of a
liability. This year, however, it’s one of the strongest components of the team.
The line has three returning starters – all of whom have
size, strength, and the kind of grittiness and toughness that
can’t be taught. Maybe the best player of the three is senior Jaymin Speight, a 6’2”, 290-pound left tackle. Speight
has size, quickness, and he knows the game. A preseason
All-State selection, Speight will play in college next year;
it’s just a matter of where. The Trojans also have center
Noah Johnston back. Johnson started every game last
year and has a tremendous amount of experience. Jackson O’Steen, right guard, played at H-back last year but
moves to guard this year. It’s essentially the same position;
he just lines up in a different spot. But the assignments,
schemes, and duties are the same. He’s a very tough kid,
a down-in-the-trenches kind of lineman who doesn’t mind
the blue collar work that comes with the line. Austin Parsons (6’1”, 282) and John Barrett (6’1”, 230) round out the
rest of the line. Seniors Griff Roundtree and Ryan Wimbly
handle the tight end duties. Roundtree saw some playing
time last year. Wimbly, however, hadn’t played in a varsity
game until this season.
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WIDE RECEIVERS

The Trojans might have the most question marks at
wide receiver. None of the current crop of receivers have
much experience. It’s going to take a little time for them
to find their rhythm. But they’re hard workers with a ton of
athletic ability. They’re going to have to grow up very fast
this season.
Once again, Pruitt and his staff have had to take a player
slotted in one position and move him elsewhere. Freshman
Maurice Turner (5’8”, 155) was supposed to be one of
Coffee’s running backs this year. Though only a freshman,
he had shown that he can handle the punishment and
pressure of playing at the varsity level. However, due to
the Trojans’ situation at wide receiver, he found himself a
member of the receiving corps when the season began.
“He can play out wide or at running back. We don’t really
have anyone else who can do both,” says Coach Pruitt. He
will be joined by senior I.J. Tatum, junior Jaylen Suggs, and
sophomore K.J. Davis.

Thank you!

A very special Thank You is extended
to The Gallery of Photography and
Al Harless for the Coffee High School
Trojan pictures!
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RUNNING BACKS

The Trojans run a pretty balanced attack. But one thing has
been a certainty at Coffee: To be successful, the Trojans must be
able to run the ball. And that has created a problem this season for
Coach Pruitt and his staff.
The Trojans were set at running back at the end of spring
training. Then injuries and a player moving muddied the water.
When everything finally settled, Coffee only had one running back
with varsity experience last year. And he may be the smallest
running back in the region. Junior Antonio Dawson, a 5’2”, 120
lb. lightning rod of a running back, is the only back with significant
varsity experience. He’s fast, quick, and tough. At his size, he
should be injury prone. But he isn’t – Dawson can handle all the
punishment opponents can dish out. If he has a weakness, it’s
with blocking; he’s just too small to slow down those big linemen
and linebackers coming through. Oh, he’ll take them on; they don’t
scare him one bit. But with his diminutive stature, he’s no match for
the bigger, more explosive defenders.
To help Dawson out, the Trojans will have sophomore Jabez
Turner, a fearless running back who has shown he can make
plays. Coffee also has two aces up its sleeve – junior Josiah
Killebrew (5’10”, 270) and junior B.J. Hodge. Killebrew is primarily
a defensive lineman but, like linebacker Jameon Gaskin last year,
has been forced into action on the offensive side of the ball. He’s
enormous, with strength and surprising speed to boot. Killebrew
has been a weapon early this season and proven to be more than
a lot of defenses can handle. Hodge is the kind of kid who can
play anywhere and will spend some time at receiver as well. He
also runs out of the wildcat formation quite a bit. He’s the most
electrifying player the Trojans have and he will be on the field
somewhere on nearly every offensive play.
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DEFENSIVE LINE

Defense wins championships. You heard that tired old cliché time and again. There’s a reason why – because it’s usually
accurate. If that holds true again this year, then Coffee is in excellent shape. The Trojan defense has already proven its mettle
this young season, holding its opponents to just 13 points over two games. And one of those scores came on an interception that
was taken into the end zone. So the Coffee defense has only given up a lone touchdown this season.
“We’ve only got two returning starters on defense. We’re very young. And our older players are inexperienced. But our
expectations are the same – we expect them to perform and win. We’re pleased at where they are right now,” says defensive
coordinator Randy Garrett.
The defensive line may have the most experience. Two starters are returning. A third has a lot of playing time at the varsity
level. HerRonn Sutton, a senior, is a returning starter and a strong, ferocious defender. He’s also projected to be an honor
graduate this year and is an all-around great kid in the classroom and on the field. Jeremiah Colson, another senior, started last
year as well. And of course there’s Josiah Killebrew, who will split time in the backfield. He’s going to be important on both sides
of the ball. Coach Garrett and his defensive coaches will also call on several other players to contribute as well.
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LINEBACKERS

Linebackers. Coffee always has tough linebackers. In
many ways, the linebackers define a defense. Like a lot
of the 2018 Trojans, they’re big but a bit inexperienced.
Quinton Flowers and Tim Landers saw some playing time
last year but had never started until this season. They’ve
already shown they can make some big-time plays.
Junior Cameron Arvidson has a huge motor and plays
wide open all the time. Another junior, Jase Rish, has
started the season on the injured list. If doctors release
him to play this season, he will make an immediate
impact. He is a smart, high character player who is one
of the leaders of the defense. Hopefully, he will be back
before the season is over.
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DEFENSIVE BACKS

The secondary is another unit loaded with raw talent but inexperience. Safety Azi Johnson, a 5’10”, 160 lb. senior, played a good bit last year and started the season with a pair of
interceptions against Brunswick. Senior I.J. Tatum (5’10”, 160) will occupy the other safety
position. At corner are Travaris Jackson, Brian Colbert, Jaden Moore, and Keyshawn Davis.
“These guys are a little undersized but don’t tell them that. They don’t know it and we don’t
want them to find out,” says Coach Garrett.
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SPECIAL TEAMS

Special teams is always an important part of the
game, and it’s never been more important than it
is today. The Trojans return all of their kickers –
the Rivas brothers (Pancho, a senior; and Toni, a
junior), as well as sophomore Noah Saylor. The
season begins with Pancho as the starter but all
three have their strengths. Rivas handled nearly all
of the kicking duties last year and has the requisite
experience that comes from a 14-game season. His
brother is improving and Saylor, a soccer player
turned placekicker, has his strengths as well. Saylor
could also see some action as a punter in certain
situations as the season progresses.
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COFFEE HIGH MARCHING TROJANS
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SENIOR TROJANS
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Thank you!

A very special Thank You is
extended to The Gallery of
Photography and Al Harless for
the Coffee High School Trojan
pictures!
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